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Order of the Blackened Denarius. The Outsiders. But this time it’s different. A being more powerful and dangerous on an
order of magnitude beyond what the world has seen in a millennium is coming. And she’s bringing an army. The Last Titan
has declared war on the city of Chicago, and has come to subjugate humanity, obliterating any who stand in her way.
Harry’s mission is simple but impossible: Save the city by killing a Titan. And the attempt will change Harry’s life,
Chicago, and the mortal world forever.
Working for Bigfoot Jim Butcher 2015-06-30 Three novellas allow the reader to encounter Dresden at different points in
his career as a wizard-for-hire.
Furies of Calderon Jim Butcher 2005-06-28 In this extraordinary fantasy epic, the #1 New York Times bestselling author
of the Dresden Files leads readers into a world where the fate of the realm rests on the shoulders of a boy with no
power to call his own... For a thousand years, the people of Alera have united against the aggressive and threatening
races that inhabit the world, using their unique bond with the furies—elementals of earth, air, fire, water, wood, and
metal. But in the remote Calderon Valley, the boy Tavi struggles with his lack of furycrafting. At fifteen, he has no
wind fury to help him fly, no fire fury to light his lamps. Yet as the Alerans’ most savage enemy—the Marat
horde—return to the Valley, Tavi’s courage and resourcefulness will be a power greater than any fury, one that could
turn the tides of war...
Jim Butcher's The Dresden Files: Fool Moon Vol. 1 Jim Butcher 2011-11-22 Harry Dresden`s life is a mess. His top client
(and close friend), Lt. Karrin Murphy, no longer trusts him. Chicago`s underworld and the cops alike think he's mobster
Johnny Marcone's supernatural enforcer. And the enigmatic White Council continues to view him with suspicion. If all
that weren't enough, a pack of werewolves have unleashed a wave of terror on the Windy City. But as is always the case
when it comes to the creatures of the Nevernever, there's far more going on than meets the eye. Before it's all over,
Harry will find himself caught between friends, enemies, and arcane forces bent on his destruction. Is it any wonder he
can't find a date? Expanding on Book Two of Jim Butcher's New York Times bestselling saga, and featuring writer Mark
Powers and artist Chase Conley, Fool Moon collects the first half of the 8-issue series in one volume, complete with
bonus material and a cover gallery.
Jim Butcher's the Dresden Files Omnibus Jim Butcher 2017-10-10 Contains material originally published in magazine form
in Jim Butcher's The Dresden files: Ghoul Goblin #1-6, The Dresden files: War Cry #1-5, and The Dresden files: Down
Town #1-6.
Princeps' Fury Jim Butcher 2008-11-25 In the acclaimed Codex Alera novels, #1 New York Times bestselling author Jim
Butcher has created a fascinating world in which the people of Alera use their unique bond with the elemental forces of
nature for protection. But even nature may not be enough to stave off the coming storm… Tavi of Calderon, now
recognized as Princeps Gaius Octavian and heir to the crown, has achieved a fragile alliance with Alera’s oldest foes,
the savage Canim. But when Tavi and his legions guide the Canim to their lands, his worst fears are realized. The
dreaded Vord—the enemy of Aleran and Canim alike—have laid waste to the Canim homeland. And the Alerans find themselves
trapped alongside their former enemies. Meanwhile, war-torn Alera rebuilds while politicians and nobles vie for power.
But from the south comes the news: the Vord have come to Alera. For a thousand years, Alera and her furies have
withstood every enemy, and survived every foe. But the thousand years are over...
Jim Butcher's The Dresden Files: Down Town Collection Jim Butcher 2015-09-30 Chicago wizard-for-hire Harry Dresden and
his new apprentice, Molly Carpenter, intend to end the havoc caused by a mad sorcerer — one whose ambitions would have
the Windy City streets carved out as his own private kingdom. But when the magical upstart enters into an alliance with
the notorious mob boss "Gentleman Johnnie" Marcone, will the fast-and-loose Dresden and his young charge survive
unscathed? This graphic novel collects the critically acclaimed, six-issue series in one volume, and features a bonus
section with Jim Butcher's original story outline, sketchbook artwork from Carlos Gomez, cover gallery with roughs from
Stjepan Sejic, and more!
Death Masks Jim Butcher 2010-03-04 Meet Harry Dresden, Chicago's first (and only) Wizard P.I. Turns out the 'everyday'
world is full of strange and magical things - and most of them don't play well with humans. That's where Harry comes
in. Harry Dresden should be happy that business is good - makes a change. But now he's getting more than he bargained
for: a duel with the Red Court of Vampires' champion, who must kill Harry to end the war between vampires and wizards;
professional hit men using Harry for target practice; the missing Shroud of Turin (less missing than expected) and a
headless corpse the Chicago police need identifying . . . Not to mention the return of Harry's ex-girlfriend Susan,
still struggling with her semi-vampiric nature. And who seems to have a new man. Some days, it just doesn't pay to get
out of bed. No matter how much you're charging. Magic - it can get a guy killed.
Captain's Fury Jim Butcher 2008-11-25 In his acclaimed Codex Alera novels, #1 New York Times bestselling author Jim
Butcher has created a fascinating world of elemental magic. Now, as enemies become allies, and friends become bitter
foes, a danger beyond reckoning looms for all... After two years of bitter conflict with the hordes of invading Canim
warriors, Tavi of Calderon, now Captain of the First Aleran Legion, realizes that a peril far greater than the Canim
exists—the mysterious threat that drove the savage Canim to flee their homeland. Tavi proposes attempting an alliance
with the Canim against their common foe, but his warnings go unheeded. For the Senate’s newly-appointed military
commander has long desired to wipe out the Canim “scourge,” and their slave allies. Now, Tavi must find a way to
overcome centuries-old animosities if an alliance is to be forged, and he must lead his legion in defiance of the law,
against friend and foe—or none will have a chance of survival...
Academ's Fury Jim Butcher 2006-11-28 In Furies of Calderon, #1 New York Times bestselling author Jim Butcher introduced
readers to a world where the forces of nature take physical form. But now, it is human nature that threatens to throw
the realm into chaos… For centuries, the people of Alera have harnessed the furies—elementals of earth, air, fire,
water, wood, and metal—to protect their land from aggressors. But no fury can save them from the dangers they face
within. A mysterious attack from across the sea has weakened the First Lord. Should he fall, a bloody civil war is
inevitable. The responsibility of fending off assassination attempts and treachery within the First Lord’s circle of
spies falls on Tavi, the one man with no fury to call...
White Night Jim Butcher 2010-03-04 Meet Harry Dresden, Chicago's first (and only) Wizard P.I. Turns out the 'everyday'
world is full of strange and magical things - and most of them don't play well with humans. That's where Harry comes
in. A series of apparent suicides rings alarm bells with the police, and Harry is hired. At the first crime scene he
hits pay dirt, discovering an unmistakable magical taint. There's also a message especially for him, and it ain't
pretty. The 'killings' will continue if Harry can't halt his tormentor, but the evidence implicates his half-brother,
which just doesn't add up. Unfortunately Harry's digging around attracts some powerful vampires with a stake in the
result. Soon, whichever way he turns, Harry will find himself outnumbered, outclassed and dangerously susceptible to
temptation. And if he screws up, his friends will die. Magic - it can get a guy killed.
The Dresden Files Collection 1-6 Jim Butcher 2010-12-28 The first six novels featuring Harry Dresden—Chicago’s only
professional wizard—are a perfect introduction to the # 1 New York Times bestselling series that Entertainment Weekly
describes as “Buffy the Vampire Slayer starring Philip Marlowe.” STORM FRONT FOOL MOON GRAVE PERIL SUMMER KNIGHT DEATH
MASKS BLOOD RITES
Jim Butcher's The Dresden Files - Storm Front Vol 2 Jim Butcher 2009 Harry Dresden works with the Chicago Police
Department to solve a series of murders, but the magic involved in the cases is causing people, including Harry's own
best friend, to suspect he is the killer, and Harry must contend with a gangland boss who wants Harry out of the
picture.
First Lord's Fury Jim Butcher 2010-05-06 The aging First Lord of Alera has fallen in battle. Yet his people must
continue to resist an invading inhuman army. Desperate Alerans even pledge fealty to the Vord Queen to survive, turning
the incredible power of Aleran furies back on their own people. And despite all efforts, the Alerans are being ground
into dust and pushed to the farthest reaches of their own realm. However, Tavi has returned with vital insights from
the Canim Blood Lands. He knows how to counter the Vord and, more importantly, believes human ingenuity can equal furyborn powers. Now events are rushing towards a last stand, where Tavi and the last Aleran legions must formulate a
dangerous new strategy, together. For a civilisation is on the brink of extinction.
Brief Cases Jim Butcher 2018-06-05 An all-new Dresden Files story headlines this urban fantasy short story collection
starring the Windy City’s favorite wizard. The world of Harry Dresden, Chicago’s only professional wizard, is rife with
intrigue—and creatures of all supernatural stripes. And you’ll make their intimate acquaintance as Harry delves into
the dark side of truth, justice, and the American way in this must-have short story collection. From the Wild West to
the bleachers at Wrigley Field, humans, zombies, incubi, and even fey royalty appear, ready to blur the line between
friend and foe. In the never-before-published “Zoo Day,” Harry treads new ground as a dad, while fan-favorite
characters Molly Carpenter, his onetime apprentice, White Council Warden Anastasia Luccio, and even Bigfoot stalk
through the pages of more classic tales. With twelve stories in all, Brief Cases offers both longtime fans and firsttime readers tantalizing glimpses into Harry’s funny, gritty, and unforgettable realm, whetting their appetites for
more to come from the wizard with a heart of gold. The collection includes: • “Curses,” from Naked City, edited by
Ellen Datlow • “AAAA Wizardry,” from the Dresden Files RPG • “Even Hand,” from Dark and Stormy Knights, edited by P. N.
Elrod • “B is for Bigfoot,” from Under My Hat: Tales from the Cauldron, edited by Jonathan Strahan. Republished in
Working for Bigfoot. • “I was a Teenage Bigfoot,” from Blood Lite III: Aftertaste, edited by Kevin J. Anderson.
Republished in Working for Bigfoot. • “Bigfoot on Campus,” from Hex Appeal, edited by P. N. Elrod. Republished in
Working for Bigfoot. • “Bombshells,” from Dangerous Women, edited by George R. R. Martin and Gardner Dozois • “Jury
Duty,” from Unbound, edited by Shawn Speakman • “Cold Case,” from Shadowed Souls, edited by Jim Butcher and Kerrie
Hughes • “Day One,” from Unfettered II, edited by Shawn Speakman • “A Fistful of Warlocks,” from Straight Outta
Tombstone, edited by David Boop • “Zoo Day,” a brand-new novella, original to this collection
Marvel classic novels - Spider-Man: Jim Butcher 2021-06-01 Collecting three classic fan-favorite Spider-Man novels
together for the first time in a brand-new omnibus edition. THE DARKEST HOURS by Jim Butcher When Black Cat foils
Spider-Man’s attempts to stop the Rhino rampaging through Times Square, she informs him the Rhino is just a
distraction. The real threat comes from a group of Ancients, members of the same race as the being called Morlun,
seeking revenge for Spider-Man defeating them years before. Spidey must rely on Black Cat if there’s any hope of
stopping them again, before they can steal his life force. DOWN THESE MEAN STREETS by Keith R.A. DeCandido A mysterious
drug known as Triple X has been giving users super-powers as well as rendering them mentally and physically unstable.
Only by teaming up with a police force that hates him can Spider-Man find the source behind this lethal drug and
protect people from those using it. But one of Spider-Man’s most fearsome enemies may be behind it all as part of a
greater scheme to bring down the city. DROWNED IN THUNDER by Christopher L. Bennett. The ongoing conflict between
Spider-Man and his longtime outspoken nemesis, crusading newspaper publisher J. Jonah Jameson, reaches a whole new
level when JJJ exploits several mysterious attacks on Manhattan island in his propaganda war against the web-slinger.
Dead Beat Jim Butcher 2010-03-04 Meet Harry Dresden, Chicago's first (and only) Wizard P.I. Turns out the 'everyday'
world isfull of strange and magical things - and most of them don't play well with humans. That's where Harry comes in.
Luckily, however, he's not alone. Although most people don't believe in magic, the Chicago P.D. has a Special
Investigations department, headed by his good friend Karrin Murphy. They deal with the . . . stranger cases. It's down
to Karrin that Harry sneaks into Graceland Cemetery to meet a vampire named Mavra. Mavra has evidence that would
destroy Karrin's career, and her demands are simple. She wants the Word of Kemmler - and all the power that comes with
it. But first, Harry's keen to know what he'd be handing over. Before long he's racing against time, and six
necromancers, to get the Word. And to prevent a Halloween that would truly wake the dead. Magic - it can get a guy
killed.
Shadowed Souls Jim Butcher 2016-11-01 Featuring short stories from Jim Butcher, Seanan McGuire, Kevin J. Anderson, and
Rob Thurman, this dark and gritty “must-read anthology for UF fans”(RT Book Reviews) proves that nothing is as simple
as black and white, light and dark, good and evil... In #1 New York Times bestselling author Jim Butcher’s Cold Case,
Molly Carpenter—Harry Dresden’s apprentice-turned-Winter Lady—must collect a tribute from a remote Fae colony and
discovers that even if you’re a good girl, sometimes you have to be bad... New York Times bestselling author Seanan
McGuire’s Sleepover finds half-succubus Elsie Harrington kidnapped by a group of desperate teenage boys. Not for
anything “weird.” They just need her to rescue a little girl from the boogeyman. No biggie. In New York Times
bestselling Kevin J. Anderson’s Eye of Newt, Zombie P.I. Dan Shamble’s latest client is a panicky lizard missing an eye
who thinks someone wants him dead. But the truth is that someone only wants him for a very special dinner... And New
York Times bestselling author Rob Thurman’s infernally heroic Caliban Leandros takes a trip down memory lane as he
deals wih some overdue—and nightmarish—vengeance involving some quite nasty Impossible Monsters. ALSO INCLUDES STORIES
BY Tanya Huff * Kat Richardson * Jim C. Hines * Anton Strout * Lucy A. Snyder * Kristine Kathryn Rusch * Erik Scott de
Bie *
The Aeronaut's Windlass Jim Butcher 2016 Since time immemorial, the Spires have sheltered humanity, towering for miles
over the mist-shrouded surface of the world. Within their halls, aristocratic houses have ruled for generations,
developing scientific marvels, fostering trade alliances, and building fleets of airships to keep the peace. Captain
Grimm commands the merchant ship, Predator. Fiercely loyal to Spire Albion, he has taken their side in the cold war

Jim Butcher's The Dresden Files: Fool Moon Vol. 2 Jim Butcher 2013-12-11 The star of Jim Butcher's New York Times
bestselling novel series, The Dresden Files, Harry Dresden is a private investigator whose clients require a detective
with supernatural expertise - in other words, he's a wizard for hire. The Windy City has been hit with an outbreak of
savage werewolf attacks - a case made even more chaotic and challenging by the fact that Harry's uncovered no less than
three lycanthropic groups, each seemingly in conflict with one another. On top of that, Harry's lost the faith of his
one friend and ally among the Chicago Police Department, Karrin Murphy. Now she, along with werewolves and hostile FBI
Agents, hunts Harry while he races against the rise of the next full moon to discover who - or what - is behind the
string of murders!
Turn Coat Jim Butcher 2009-06-04 Meet Harry Dresden, Chicago's first (and only) Wizard P.I. Turns out the 'everyday'
world is full of strange and magical things - and most of them don't play well with humans. That's where Harry comes
in. Harry has always tried to keep his nose clean where the White Council of Wizards is concerned, but past misdeeds
haven't gone down well. Which places him in an awkward position. Morgan, formerly his chief persecutor on the Council,
has been wrongly accused of treason. Facing the ultimate punishment, Morgan needs someone with a knack for backing the
underdog, however much that someone isn't interested. Soon, Harry is working to clear the less-than-agreeable Morgan's
name, hiding from the Council and bounty hunters alike and seeking the true turncoat. A single mistake may mean that
heads - quite literally - could roll. And one of them might be his. Magic - it can get a guy killed.
Summer Knight Jim Butcher 2002-09-03 In the fourth novel in the #1 New York Times bestselling series featuring
everyone's favorite wizard for hire, Harry Dresden is suckered into the tangled—and dangerous—affairs of Faerie... Ever
since his girlfriend left town to deal with her newly acquired taste for blood, Harry Dresden has been down and out in
Chicago. He can’t pay his rent. He’s alienating his friends. He can’t even recall the last time he took a shower. The
only professional wizard in the phone book has become a desperate man. And just when it seems things can’t get any
worse, in saunters the Winter Queen of Faerie. She has an offer Harry can’t refuse if he wants to free himself of the
supernatural hold his faerie godmother has over him—and hopefully end his run of bad luck. All he has to do is find out
who murdered the Summer Queen’s right-hand man, the Summer Knight, and clear the Winter Queen’s name. It seems simple
enough, but Harry knows better than to get caught in the middle of faerie politics. Until he finds out that the fate of
the entire world rests on his solving this case. No pressure or anything...
Jim Butcher's The Dresden Files: Dog Men Jim Butcher 2018-02-14 New York Times-bestselling author Jim Butcher expands
his beloved "Dresden Files" novel series with the all-new "Dog Men" story set within official continuity, created
exclusively as a graphic novel! Harry Dresden is a man on the edge—and that is something that can be dangerous to
friend and foe alike. He’s been drafted by a senior member of the White Council of Wizards to investigate a series of
murders in rural Mississippi. As always, there’s more afoot than is immediately apparent. The question is, will Harry’s
state of mind keep him from seeing it, and will his actions lead him into direct conflict with the wizard who’s
depending on his help?
Thirty Day Boyfriend Whitney G. 2017-10-16 I should've never agreed to this arrangement... Thirty days ago, my boss
(Mr. Wolf of Wall Street), came to me with an offer I couldn't refuse: Sign my name on the dotted line and pretend to
be his fiancée for one month. If I agreed, he would let me out of my employment contract with a "very generous"
severance package. The rules were pretty simple: No intimate kissing, no actual sex. Just pretend to love each other
for the press, even though I've secretly wanted to knock that sexy smirk off his face since the first day we met. I
definitely didn't need to think twice about this. I signed my name and started counting down the seconds to when I
would never have to deal with his special brand of ass-holery again. I only made it to one minute... We argued the
entire four-hour flight to his hometown, failed to make a convincing impression with the welcoming press, and right
when I was about to knock that arrogant look off his face in real life? He purposely dropped his bath towel in front of
me, distracting me with his nine-inch cock to "show me who the bigger person was" in our relationship. Then he gave me
his trademark smirk once again and asked if I wanted to consummate our marriage. Tragically, this is only day one. We
still have 29 more days to go...
Ghoul Goblin Jim Butcher 2013-12 Harry Dresden, a Chicago private investigator and wizard, heads to a small, isolated
Missouri town terrorized by Nevernever monsters.
Fool Moon Jim Butcher 2011 Meet Harry Dresden, Chicago's first (and only) Wizard P.I. Turns out the 'everyday' world is
full of strange and magical things - and most of them don't play well with humans. That's where Harry comes in.
Business has been slow lately for Harry Dresden. Okay, business has been dead. Not undead - just dead. You would think
Chicago would have a little more action for the only professional wizard in the phone book. But lately, Harry hasn't
been able to dredge up any kind of work - magical or mundane. But just when it looks like he can't afford his next
meal, a murder comes along that requires his particular brand of supernatural expertise. A brutally mutilated corpse.
Strange-looking paw prints. A full moon. Take three guesses. And the first two don't count . . . Magic - it can get a
guy killed.
Fool Moon Jim Butcher 2011 Supernatural investigator Harry Dresden has his hands full when Chicago's underworld and the
police think he's a mobster's enforcer and he must track down a pack of werewolves stalking the city.
The Curse That Binds Us Katie Hayoz 2021-12-15 Some curses can't be outrun. The secret to Redd's past is locked away in
a 400-year-old box that mysteriously appears every year on her birthday. For her entire life, her mother has kept them
running from whatever lurks inside it. But Redd's had enough of not knowing who she is. So when the box shows up where
only she can find it, she opens it...and awakens a link to the evil her mother fought to keep dormant. John lives in an
old-fashioned village, a place of exquisite beauty and abundance. But such splendor demands that the villagers commit
unspeakable acts. When the link with Redd is unlocked, the village council believes they have a solution to simplify
their darkest task. John is sent to find the one girl who could possibly save them...if she makes the ultimate
sacrifice. Eleanor sets off from England to America in 1587, pregnant and desperate to leave her ties with the devil
behind. But when the captain of the ship refuses to take her and the other settlers further than Roanoke Island, what
should be the beginning of a better life turns into a horrendous struggle to survive. Eleanor's desire to see her
daughter live at any cost will curse her and everyone around her for centuries to come... Redd, John, and Eleanor's
stories meld together in a mashup of dark, urban, and historical fantasy, delving into the nuances of good and evil,
the price of loyalty, and the extremes we will go to for those we love.
Blood Rites Jim Butcher 2010-03-04 Meet Harry Dresden, Chicago's first (and only) Wizard P.I. Turns out the 'everyday'
world is full of strange and magical things - and most of them don't play well with humans. That's where Harry comes
in. Harry's had worse assignments than going undercover on the set of an adult film. Dodging flaming monkey poo, for
instance. Or going toe-to-leaf with a plant monster. Still, there's something troubling about this case. The Producer
believes he's afflicted by an entropy curse - but it's the women around him who are dying. And Harry only got involved
as a favour to Thomas, his flirtatious self-absorbed vampire acquaintance. Thomas has a personal stake in the case
Harry can't work out, until his investigation leads him straight to Thomas's oversexed relatives. Harry's about to
discover the skeleton in Thomas's family closet: a revelation that will change Harry's life for ever. Magic - it can
get a guy killed.
Fool Moon Jim Butcher 2001-01-01 “One of the most enjoyable marriages of the fantasy and mystery genres on the
shelves,”(Cinescape) the Dresden Files have become synonymous with action-packed urban fantasy and nonstop fun. Fool
Moon continues the adventures of Jim Butcher’s most famous—and infamous—reluctant hero… You’d think there’d be a little
more action for the only professional wizard listed in the Chicago phone book. But lately, Harry Dresden hasn’t been
able to dredge up any kind of work: magical, mundane, or menial. Just when it looks like he can’t afford his next meal,
a murder comes along that requires his particular brand of supernatural expertise. There’s a brutally mutilated corpse,
and monstrous animal markings at the scene. Not to mention that the killing took place on the night of a full moon.
Harry knows exactly where this case is headed. Take three guesses—and the first two don’t count...
Side Jobs Jim Butcher 2010-10-26 With tales ranging from the deadly serious to the absurdly hilarious—including an
original story for this volume—Side Jobs is a must-have collection for every devoted Harry Dresden fan. As Chicago’s
only professional wizard, Harry Dresden has had cases that have pitted him against insane necromancers, power-hungry
faerie queens, enigmatic dark wizards, fallen angels—pretty much a “who’s who” of hell and beyond—with the stakes in
each case ranging from a lone human soul to the entire human race. But not every adventure Harry Dresden undertakes is
an epic tale of life and death in a world on the edge of annihilation. Here, together for the first time in paperback,
are the shorter works of #1 New York Times bestselling author Jim Butcher—a compendium of cases that Harry and his
cadre of allies managed to close in record time. “One of the giants of urban fantasy…delivers some great stories in
this volume…This is a great collection, featuring a hero who's proven himself over and over again, as well as delving
into the odd corners of his fascinating and fantastic world. Highly recommended.”—SFRevu
Fool Moon Jim Butcher 2001-01-01 “One of the most enjoyable marriages of the fantasy and mystery genres on the
shelves,”(Cinescape) the Dresden Files have become synonymous with action-packed urban fantasy and nonstop fun. Fool
Moon continues the adventures of Jim Butcher’s most famous—and infamous—reluctant hero… You’d think there’d be a little
more action for the only professional wizard listed in the Chicago phone book. But lately, Harry Dresden hasn’t been
able to dredge up any kind of work: magical, mundane, or menial. Just when it looks like he can’t afford his next meal,
a murder comes along that requires his particular brand of supernatural expertise. There’s a brutally mutilated corpse,
and monstrous animal markings at the scene. Not to mention that the killing took place on the night of a full moon.
Harry knows exactly where this case is headed. Take three guesses—and the first two don’t count...
Cursor's Fury Jim Butcher 2007-11-27 In his acclaimed Codex Alera novels, #1 New York Times bestselling author Jim
Butcher has created a fascinating world in which the powerful forces of nature take physical form. But even magic
cannot sway the corruption that threatens to destroy the realm of Alera once and for all... When the power-hungry High
Lord of Kalare launches a merciless rebellion against the First Lord, young Tavi of Calderon joins a newly formed
legion under an assumed name. And when the ruthless Kalare allies himself with a savage enemy of the realm, Tavi finds
himself leading an inexperienced, poorly equipped legion—the only force standing between Alera and certain doom...
Grave Peril Jim Butcher 2010-03-04 Meet Harry Dresden, Chicago's first (and only) Wizard P.I. Turns out the 'everyday'
world is full of strange and magical things - and most of them don't play well with humans. That's where Harry comes
in. Harry has faced some terrifying foes during his career. Giant scorpions. Oversexed vampires. Psychotic werewolves.
It comes with the territory when you're the only wizard in town. But in all Harry's years of supernatural sleuthing,
he's never faced anything like this: the spirit world's gone loco. All over town, ghosts are causing trouble - and not
the door-slamming, boo-shouting variety. These ghosts are tormented, violent, and deadly. Someone is stirring them up
to wreak havoc. But why? And why do so many of the victims have ties to Harry? If Harry doesn't figure it out soon, he
might just wind up a ghost himself. Magic - it can get a guy killed.
Protecting Her from Danger Mercedez 2011-09-01 After fighting for her life in New York, Star Matthews moves home to try
and get her life back on track. The victim of abuse by an ex-boyfriend has left her afraid of being in a relationship.
While working at her aunt's diner, Star is reunited with an old friend who suddenly becomes more than a friend. Can
Jason show Star that not all men are dangerous and controlling? When Jason learns of the tragedy that Star faced in New
York he does everything to protect her even if it means risking his life. After he escapes from prison, an angry Daniel
stops at nothing to make sure Star realizes that he will never let her go. He wants her and believes that she belongs
only to him and no one will ever change his mind. Star realizes that she has to do something to protect the ones she
loves, even if it means taking matters into her own hands.
Chosen Benedict Jacka 2013-09-05 Life is quiet for Alex Verus. Amazing. With a flat full of friends (and the occasional
fish), and business booming, why not enjoy the humdrum here and now? But of course that's too good to be true. In a
sudden and cruel pincer movement of fate, Alex finds himself fighting a sinister and powerful gang as well as his own
demons - for the same crime. Held hostage by the choices of his past, Alex's future is now in jeopardy . . .
Mother of Learning: ARC 1 nobody103 2021-12-01 Zorian Kazinski has all the time in the world to get stronger, and he
plans on taking full advantage of it. A teenage mage of humble birth and slightly above-average skill, Zorian is
attending his third year of education at Cyoria's magical academy. A driven and quiet young man, he is consumed by a
desire to ensure his own future and free himself of the influence of his family, resenting the Kazinskis for favoring
his brothers over him. Consequently, Zorian has no time for pointless distractions, much less other people's problems.
As it happens, though, time is something he is about to get plenty of. On the eve of Cyoria's annual summer festival,
Zorian is murdered, then abruptly brought back to the beginning of the month, just before he was about to take the
train to school. Finding himself trapped in a time loop with no clear end or exit, he will have to look both within and
without to unravel the mystery set before him. He does have to unravel it, too, because the loop clearly wasn’t made
for his sake, and in a world of magic even a time traveler isn't safe from those who wish him ill. Fortunately for
Zorian, repetition is the mother of learning…
Battle Ground Jim Butcher 2020-09-29 THINGS ARE ABOUT TO GET SERIOUS FOR HARRY DRESDEN, CHICAGO’S ONLY PROFESSIONAL
WIZARD, in the next entry in the #1 New York Times bestselling Dresden Files. Harry has faced terrible odds before. He
has a long history of fighting enemies above his weight class. The Red Court of vampires. The fallen angels of the
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'Butcher's storytelling is satisfying on a level that's bone-deep' io9 'One of the most reliable post-Buffy
supernatural thriller series on offer' Time Out 'Dresden has a vitality that few urban fantasy heroes can match' SFX
The Dresden Files novels begin with STORM FRONT, and continues with FOOL MOON, GRAVE PERIL, SUMMER KNIGHT, DEATH MASKS,
BLOOD RITES, DEAD BEAT, PROVEN GUILTY, WHITE NIGHT, SMALL FAVOUR, TURN COAT, CHANGES, GHOST STORY, COLD DAYS and SKIN
GAME. For more of Harry Dresden's adventures, check out the Dresden Files short story collections SIDE JOBS and BRIEF
CASES.
Storm Front Limited Edition Jim Butcher 2021-04
Small Favor Jim Butcher 2009-03-03 In this novel in Jim Butcher’s #1 New York Times bestselling series, an old debt
puts Chicago wizard Harry Dresden in harms way... Harry’s life finally seems to be calming down. The White Council’s
war with the vampiric Red Court is easing up, no one’s tried to kill him lately, and his eager apprentice is starting
to learn real magic. For once, the future looks fairly bright. But the past casts one hell of a long shadow. Mab,
monarch of the Sidhe Winter Court, calls in an old favor from Harry. Just one small favor he can’t refuse...one that
will trap Harry Dresden between a nightmarish foe and an equally deadly ally, and one that will strain his skills—and
loyalties—to their very limits. And everything was going so well for once...

with Spire Aurora, disrupting the enemy's shipping lines by attacking their cargo vessels. But when the Predator is
severely damaged in combat, leaving captain and crew grounded, Grimm is offered a proposition from the Spirearch of
Albion-to join a team of agents on a vital mission in exchange for fully restoring Predator to its fighting glory. And
even as Grimm undertakes this dangerous task, he will learn that the conflict between the Spires is merely a
premonition of things to come. Humanity's ancient enemy, silent for more than ten thousand years, has begun to stir
once more. And death will follow in its wake.
Fool Moon Jim Butcher 2010-03-04 Meet Harry Dresden, Chicago's first (and only) Wizard P.I. Turns out the 'everyday'
world is full of strange and magical things - and most of them don't play well with humans. That's where Harry comes
in. Business has been slow lately for Harry Dresden. Okay, business has been dead. Not undead - just dead. You would
think Chicago would have a little more action for the only professional wizard in the phone book. But lately, Harry
hasn't been able to dredge up any kind of work - magical or mundane. But just when it looks like he can't afford his
next meal, a murder comes along that requires his particular brand of supernatural expertise. A brutally mutilated
corpse. Strange-looking paw prints. A full moon. Take three guesses. And the first two don't count . . . Magic - it can
get a guy killed. 'The Dresden Files is my favourite series ever' Patrick Rothfuss, author of The Name of the Wind
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